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Macroeconomic stabilization policy has played a 
significant role in the rise of inequality

• Failing to hit an already too-conservative NAIRU target 
contributed to sluggish wage growth for low/middle wage 
workers

• These workers – and others lacking strong bargaining 
power and leverage (especially workers of color) – benefit 
more when labor markets get tight

• While the benefits of high-pressure labor markets are 
hence large and progressive, ample evidence that the risks 
of targeting high-pressure labor markets have relented in 
recent decades

• Reduced bargaining power and leverage of workers (even 
aside from too-loose labor markets) has removed potential 
tinder that could have supported a wage-price spiral



(I) Role of macroeconomic stabilization 
failures in generating inequality











(II)Progressive benefits of high-
pressure labor markets













(III) Retreating risks from pursuing 
high-pressure labor markets



Not that 70s show: Far less tinder for wage-price spirals







Should macro policymakers care about a decline 
in workers’ leverage and bargaining power?

“Another consideration concerns the effect of declining 
worker bargaining power on wages and prices. If 
weaker nominal wage growth is being passed through 
in the form of lower prices, then the price stability 
mandate would call for a more accommodative 
monetary policy in response to declining worker 

bargaining power.”

Krueger (2018, Jackson Hole)









What is policymakers’ obligation to take risks in 
pursuit of equalizing effects of high-pressure 

labor markets?

“Would it be legitimate to tolerate a somewhat greater chance of 
inflation while maintaining a strong demand for labor because 
doing so also manages to hold the unemployment rate of black 
youth at humane levels for the first time in a half-century? Can 
we reckon that this is a good policy because it contributes to 
overcoming racial stigma, draws blacks more fully into the 
mainstream of society, and permits them to earn the respect of 
their fellow citizens? (Here I mean to suggest that, but for this 
racial benefit, a different decision might be taken.) In other 
words, can we explicitly count as a benefit to society what we 
calculate to be the racially progressive consequences (reducing 
black economic marginality) of what is a race-blind action 
(electing to take a greater risk of inflation)?”

Loury (2000)


